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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a function which is regular in all finite regions of 
a complex plane, and is bounded, is identically equal to a constant. This 
classical result of Liouville was first extended to the case of harmonic func- 
tions and then to the case of other linear and nonlinear second-order ellip- 
tic partial differential equations and systems by means of maximum prin- 
ciples or gradient estimates. For n 2 3, Nehari [S] considered the equation 
Au = PM, P>O, (1.1) 
where A is the n-dimensional Laplacian, and showed that the only bounded 
entire solution in E,, of (1.1) is the trivial solution provided 
I I 
grad-!- *<L 
fi n’ 
where P is a cl-function. 
Following Nehari technique Liouville-type results were obtained in 
[l-4] for the equations of the form 
A2u - q(x) Au + p(x)u = 0 (1.2) 
and 
A*u - q(x) Au + p(x) f(u) = 0 (1.3) 
with suitable conditions on the coefficients p(x) and q(x) and the function 
f(u). The case q(x) = 0 was covered in [4]. In [3] the coupled system 
A2U-BAU+AU=O, (1.4) 
where U(x) = [u,(x), u,(x), . . . . u,,,(x)]~ (where VT denotes the transpose of 
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the vector V) is the vector solution of (1.4) with x= (x,, x2, . . . . x,) a point 
in the Euclidean n-space E, and A and B are real constant square matrices 
of order m, was considered and Liouville-type theorems were obtained 
under definiteness assumptions on A and B. 
In this paper we consider equations of the form 
A3u-PA’u+QAu-Ru=O, (1.5) 
where P, Q, and R are positive and c2 functions in E, and prove Liouville- 
type results by means of subharmonic functions defined on the solutions of 
(1.5) and Green-type inequalities. With the help of subharmonic functions 
uniqueness results are also derived for the corresponding boundary value 
problems. In Section 2 the constant coefficients case is considered and the 
uniqueness result [7] for the boundary-value problem 
A3u-aA’u+bAu-cu=O in D 
A2u= g,, Au = g,, u=g3 on aD 
is extended to the n-dimensional case with additional conditions on the 
coefficients. 
2. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
We consider the partial differential equation 
A3u-aA’u+bAu-cu=O, (2.1) 
where a, b, and c are nonnegative constants satisfying ab 3 c and A is the 
n-dimensional Laplacian. Here, we shall call u an entire solution of a 
differential equation if it is a C6(E,) solution. 
LEMMA 1. If u is an entire solution of (2.1) then 
a(x) = (a A2u + cu)’ + a(ab - c)(Au)~ + c(ab -c) u2 (2.2) 
is subharmonic in E, provided a, 6, c 3 0 and ab >, c. 
Proof: With the comma notation for partial differentiation and summa- 
tion convention on repeated indices, we compute 
A(a A2u + cu)’ = 2(a A2u + cu),,(a A2u + cu),, 
+ 2(a A2u + cu)(a A3u + c Au) 
Aa(ba- c)(Au)~ = 2a(ab - c) Au,~Au,, + 2a(ab - c) Au A2u 
Ac(ab - c) u2 = 2c(ab - c)u,;u,~ + 2c(ab - c)u Au. 
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Now using (2.1), we get 
da(x) > 2a(a A2u + cu)‘. 
Since a 2 0, a(x) is subharmonic in E,. 
LEMMA 2. If u is an entire solution of (2.1), then 
/l(x) = i(A2u - aAu + buy + $(A% - a Au)2 
+ (A24’ - + acu2 + am - cu Au 
2 (2.3) 
is such that 
44x)) B a(x). (2.4) 
Proof To see the proof, we observe that 
A(~(A2u-aAu+b~)2}~~uA2u-acuAu+bcu2 
A{ ;(A2u - a Au)‘} 2 Abe - b Au A2u + cu A% - acu Au 
A( ;( A’u)~) > a( A2u)* - b Au A2u + cu A2u 
A{ acu* + am - cu Au} = 2acu Au + 26 Au A2u - c(Au)* - cu A2u 
+2acu,iu,i-2cu,iAu,i+2b Au,~Au,~. 
Thus, 
A(/‘?(x)a) > a2(Azu)* + 2acu A2u + abcu2 + a(ab - c)(Au)’ = a(x). 
In order to obtain Liouville-type result we note that a(x) is a non- 
negative subharmonic function in E,. Then by the mean value property of 
subharmonic functions, (2.4), and Green identity, we deduce 
where D is a Green domain in E,, dx is the volume element, dD is the 
boundary and JDI is the volume of D, C?/C%J is the outward normal 
derivative operator, and y E D. Now let D be the ball B, of radius r and 
center y (fixed but arbitrary) with surface area S, and volume I’,. Since 
S,=rndl S, and V, = (t-“/n) S1, we have 
ra(v) = T $ ja, B(x) dsl. 1 I 
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Integrating with respect to r from 0 to R, we get 
R’a(y)+j 
1 as, 
p(R) dSI -F, 
1 
where the meaning of the abbreviated notation P(R) is obvious. Now if u 
is a bounded solution in E, (i.e., u, Au, and A% are bounded), then divid- 
ing by R* and letting R -+ co, we conclude that c(( y) is zero in E,. Hence, 
we conclude from (2.2) that u E 0. Thus, we have proved 
Theorem 1. Zf u is an entire solution of (2.1), where a > 0, h >O, 
ab B c 2 0 and u, Au, and A2u are bounded in E,, then u E 0. Further, if 
c = 0, then u E constant. 
We note that the sign conditions on the coefficients in (2.1) are needed 
since u(x, u) = sin x sin y is bounded entire solution of the equations 
A3u+8u=0, A3u+ A2u+4u=0, A’u-Adu+6u=O, 
A3u+2A2u=0, A’u-A2u+Au+14u=0. 
The fact that a(x) is subharmonic leads to the following uniqueness result : 
THEOREM 2. There is at most one solution in C6(D), C4(6) of the 
boundary value problem 
A’u-a A2u+b Au-cu=f(x) in D (2.5) 
u =f, Au= g, A’u=h on BD, (2.6) 
where a>,O, b>O, and ab>c>O. 
Suppose u1 and u2 are both solutions of (2.5) and (2.6) and let 
w=ui--u2. Then 
A3w-aA’w+bAw-cw=O in D (2.7) 
and 
A2w=Aw=w=0 on 8D. (2.8) 
In this case the function 
V= (a A2w + cw)’ + a(ab - c)(Aw)~ + c(ab - c) w2 
attains its maximum on the boundary. The boundary conditions (2.8), 
then, imply that w  z 0 in D. 
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Clearly, this theorem removes dimension and. geometry conditions of 
Theorem 1 [7] with, of course, further conditions on the coefficients. 
We now consider the differential equation 
A3u=aA2u+cu (2.9) 
which is a special case of (2.1) when b = 0. Here, A is 2-dimensional 
Laplacian. We now seek conditions on a and c in order that the trivial 
solution is the only entire (i.e., C6(E,)) solution of (2.9) for which U, Au, 
A%, Igrad u), Igrad Aul, and /grad A%1 are bounded in E,. 
For u an entire solution of (2.9) it is easy to verify that 
5(x) = (A*u - a Au)* + (A*u)* + am2 
2 2 
2 + (grad(A*u - a Au)(* (2.10) 
is subharmonic if a 2 1 and c <a. Further, the function 
q(x) = (A2u - a Au)’ + a(A2u)’ + am2 + a2 [grad ~1’ 
+aJgrad Au)*+ Igrad(Au--au)]* 
+f (grad(A*u-a Au)(*+a(Au)* 
satisfies the inequality 
4(x) b 56) 
provided c > 1 and a > c. 
To verify (2.12), we make use of the well-known inequality 
and observe that 
A(A*u--aAdu)*>2cuA*u-2acuAu+21grad(A2u-aAu)(* 
A((grad(Au - au)12) 2 (A2u- a Au)’ + 2(grad Au, grad A2u) 
- 2a Igrad Au1 * - 2a(grad U, grad A2u) 
+ 2a*(grad U, grad Au) 
z A(3 Igrad(A*u -a Au)l’) 
2 3acu* + 6a(grad A%, grad U) - 6a2(grad U, grad Au) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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A(acu2)=2acuAu+2acIgradu12 
A(u(A~u)~) = 2a2(A2u)’ + 2ucu A2u + 2u (grad A’u)* 
A(u(Au)~) = 2u Au A2u + 2ulgrad Au12 
A(u lgrad Au\ 2, B u(A’u)~ + 2u(grad Au, grad A’u) 
A(2u21grad u\*) >, ~u’(Au)~ + 4u2(grad u, grad Au). 
Now following the procedure of Theorem 1 we formalize this as 
THEOREM 3. If u is an entire solution of (2.9), where c 3 1 and a > c and 
u, Igrad u(, Au, Igrad Au\, A’u, and lgrad A*u( are bounded, then u-0. 
Next, let u be an entire (C6(E2)) solution of 
A3u+b Au-cu=O (2.14) 
which is a special case of (2.1) when a = 0. We can show that 
( A2u + cu)’ 
V,(x)= 2 
+c(b-c)g+jgradAu1* (2.15) 
is subharmonic provided c > 1 and b > c. Also the function 
W,(x)=(A2~-Au)2+6~gradAu~2+cu2+(A2u)2+(2b-1)(Au)2 
+ 3( A2u + bu)2 
2 + VI(X) 
(2.16) 
is such that 
AW,(x) 2 v,(x) (2.17) 
in case b > 2, b > $c, and c 2 0. To verify (2.17) we use the inequalities 
A( ;(A2u + bu)2) 2 3cu A2u + 3bcu’ 
A(6lgrad Auj2) 26(A’~)~+ 12(grad Au, grad A’u) 
A( ( A2u - Au)~) = 2cu A2u - 2cu Au + 2( 1 - b) Au A*u + 2b( Au)’ 
-2(A2u)*+21grad(A2u-Au)J2 
c d(u’) > 2cu Au 
A( (A2u)‘) = -2b Au A*u + 2cu A2u + 2 /grad A2uJ 2 
3b 
5 A((Au)*)= 3b Au A2u + 3blgrad Au12 
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and 
Since V,(x) 2 0 and a, AU, A2u, and [grad Au1 are bounded, proceeding as 
before, we have 
THEOREM 4. If u is an entire solution of (2.13), where c> 1, b>2, and 
b > gc and u, Au, A2u, and [grad Au1 are bounded, then us 0. 
Since in Theorem 4, c 2 1, b > 2, and b 2 $c, then the partial differential 
equation 
A%+Au=u (2.18) 
is not covered by (2.13). 
We observe that if u is an entire (C?(E,)) solution of (2.18) then the 
function 
y(x) = i(A2u + u)~ + ~(A’u)~ + am + Jgrad Au12 
is subharmonic. Also the function 6(x) defined by 
6(x) = (A2u - Au)* + +(A% + u)* + ;{ (A’u)~ + (Au)~} 
+6)grad Au12+ Igrad(A2u+u)J2 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
is such that 
A&x) 2 Y(X). (2.21) 
To check (2.21) we consider the identities and inequalities 
A((A’u - Au)‘) = 2u A2u - 2u Au - 2(A*u)’ 
+2(grad(A’u- Au)12 +2(Au)* 
6A(lgrad Aul*) 2 ~(A’u)~ + 12(grad Au, grad A’u) 
A(u’) = 2u Au + 2 [grad ~1’ 
A rAiu: “I’) = u A2u + u2 + Igrad(A2u + u)12 
$A((A2u)2 + (Au)~) = 3u A2u+ 3 Jgrad Auj2 + 3 Jgrad A2u12 
2A( Igrad(A2u + u)12) > 2u2 + 4(grad u, grad A’u) + 4 (grad ~1~. 
Proceeding as before, we conclude 
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THEOREM 5. rf u is an entire solution of (2.18) such that u, Au, A’u, 
Igrad u(, Jgrad Au\, (grad A%( are bounded then u -0. 
3. VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we consider the differential equations of the form 
A3u-PA’u+QAu-Ru=O, (3.1) 
where P, Q, and R are positive C2 functions in E,. We shall introduce 
functionals different from those in the last section and ask that n 3 3 so 
that the coefficients do not reduce to constants (see [6, pp. 132, 1401). The 
following lemmas are not subject to this dimensional restriction. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ifu is an entire (C6(E,)) solution of(3.1) and if 
Pa;+l, A 
Q+R 
R > 0, A ; <O 
0 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
in E,, then the function 
tj,(x)=(A2u-Au)~+R(Au-u)~+(P-~)(Au)~+Q(Au)~ (3.5) 
is subharmonic in E,. 
Proof Using (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5), we compute 
A((A2u-Au)2)~2(P-1)(A2u)2-~2Q$2(P-1)}AuA2u+2RuA2u 
+ ~Q(Au)~ + 2Ru Au 
A(R(Au - u)~)> 2R Au A2u - 2Ru A*u - ARK + 2Ru Au 
A(((P-~)+Q)(Au)~}B(~(~-~)+~Q) AuA’u. 
Thus, 
A$, >/ (2P - 2 - R)(A*u)~ + (2Q - 3R)(Au)‘. 
Now since P >, 1+ R/2, Q >, :R, we conclude AJI 1 2 0 and hence II/ I is 
subharmonic. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If u is an entire solution of (3.1) and if 
and 
then 
A +, <O 
0 
(1/*(x) = t,G, + (A*u - Au + u)’ + P(Au - u)* 
&~a$,. 
Proof For u an entire solution of (3.1), we see that 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
A(A2u-Au+u)2~R(Au-u)2+Q(Au)2+(P-1)(Au)2+(A2u-Au)2 
+(2P-3)(A2u)2-(2P+2Q-2)AuA2u 
+(Q-R-P-2)(Au)*+(2P+2R-2)uA2u 
-2(Q- 1)~ Au+ Ru2 
A(P(Au - u)~) > -2P(Au)* - 2Pu A2u + 2P Au A*u + 2Pu Au 
A($,) > (2P- 2 - R)(A’u)~ + (2Q- 3R)(Au)‘. 
Therefore, we have 
A$,> (~P-~R-~)(A’u)~-~Q Au A*u-2(Q- P)u Au+ (Au+u)* 
+ (A*u + Au)* + (3Q - 4R - ~P)(Au)~ + 11/I. 
By (3.6) and (3.7) we observe that 
4523@1. 
In a manner similar to Theorem 1, we use Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to 
conclude the following result : 
THEOREM 6. If u is an entire solution of (3.1), where R satisfies (3.4) and 
P and Q are bounded and subject to the conditions (3.6) and (3.7) and if u, 
Au, and A2u are bounded in E,, then u s 0. 
Since $I is subharmonic, we derive the following corollary: 
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COROLLARY 3.1. The boundary value problem 
A3u-RA’u+QAu-Pu=F,(x) in D (3.10) 
u =L Au=g, A’u=h on aD (3.11) 
has one and only one C6(D) n C”(d) solution provided the coefficients P, Q, 
and R are subject to the conditions (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). 
Clearly, Theorem 6 does not cover the case when P = R. We, therefore, 
consider the equation 
A’u-PA’u+Q Au-Pu=O. (3.12) 
For an entire solution u of (3.12), it is easy to verify that the function 
(A% + u)’ 
$3(x)= 2 +(Q-l)q+(Q-1); (3.13) 
is subharmonic, provided 
and 
PBO 
Q>l 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Also, we can show that the function 
i,b4(x) = 2(A2u - Au + u)* + (A’u + u)’ + Q(Au - u)’ 
+ 2(Q - ~)(Au)~ + 2(P- $)(Au)’ 
satisfies the inequality 
(3.16) 
provided 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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To see this, we use the inequalities 
2d((d2u-Au+u)2)~4(Q-l)(Au)2-u2-4AuA2u{(Q-1)+(P-1)} 
-4uAu{(Q- l)+P} 
A((A2u+u)2)> (Q+P)(A2u+u)2-2(Q- 1) Au A’u-2(Q- 1)~ Au 
A(Q(Au - u)‘) > 2Q Au A2u - 2Qu A2u - 2Q(Au)’ + 2Qu Au 
(4Q-5)($),(4Q-5)AuA’u 
A (4P-5)@$(4P-5)Aud’u 
( 
A ((4Q-3);)>(4Q-3)uAu 
and 
A((4P-3);)>(4P-3)uAu. 
Since rjz 2 0 and u, Au, and A2u are bounded in E,, then arguing as 
above one concludes that u = 0. We have thus proved the following result : 
THEOREM 7. Zf u is an entire solution of (3.12) where the coefficients 
p(x)<M and Q(x)<N are subject to the abooe conditions (3.14), (3.15), 
(3.18), and (3.19) and u, Au, and A2u are bounded in E,, then u-0. 
As a consequence of the function ti3 being subharmonic, it is easy to 
conclude : 
COROLLARY 3.2. There is at most one C6(D) n C4(6) solution of the 
boundary value problem 
A3~-PA2~+QAu-P~=F(x) in D (3.20) 
u = g(x), Au = h(x), A2u = f(x) on aD (3.21) 
in E, provided the coefficients P and Q are subject to the conditions (3.14) 
and (3.16). 
We now consider the case of Eq. (3.12) where P= 1, that is, the equation 
A3u-A%+Q Au-u=O. (3.22) 
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For an entire solution u of (3.22) one could easily 
function 
derive that the 
~5(X)=(A*u--u)2+(nu-U)2+Q-1 
2 2 -j- (‘w2 
is subharmonic if 
Q>l (3.23) 
Further, the function 
$6(x) = (A2u -Au + u)* + (A2u - ~1’ + (Au _ uJ2 
2 2 
+~+(3Q2-5+Au)*+(Q-,); (3.24) 
is such that 
in case 
Q>3 
Clearly, rjS 20. If U, Au, and A*u are bounded in E, then arguing as 
above, one concludes that Au = 0 and hence u = constant. Since the only 
constant that satisfies (3.22) is zero, we conclude that u E 0. Thus, we have 
proved 
THEOREM 8. Zf u is an entire solution of (3.22) and u, Au, and A*u ‘are 
bounded and the coefficient Q is subject to the conditions (3.26), then u = 0. 
The following corollary is also immediate as a consequence of IJ~~ being 
subharmonic. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The boundary value problem 
A3u-A*u+QAu-u==(x) in D 
u = g(x), Au = h(x), A*u= f(x) on aD 
has one and only one C6(D) n C”(d) solution provided Q satisfies (3.23). 
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Next, we consider the equation 
A3u+Q Au-u=O, (3.27) 
which is a special case of (3.1) when P = 0 and R = 1. Let u be an entire 
solution of (3.27). Then the function 
(A*u + u)‘+ (Au-u)’ 
G,(x)= 2 
2 
+u(gradul*+(Q-2)F 2 w2+gu2 
is subharmonic if 
Q>n’ and A 
where n is the number of dimensions. 
Further, we observe that 
&=Q(Au-u)*+Q(A*u+u)*+;(A*u-Au)*+q 
+ 9n2 (Au)2 2 + 3n Jgrad Au/’ 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
is such that 
provided 
Atis’ ti, (3.30) 
9n2+3 
Q’>,- and A 
1 
Q*-;(9n2+3) > 
< 0. (3.31) 
To prove (3.30), we consider the equalities and inequalities 
A((Au - u)*) 2 -2Qu A*u + 2Q Au A2u + 2Qu Au - 2Q(Au)* 
A(Q(A*u + u)*) 2 2Qu A*u - 2Q(Q - 1) Au A*u 
-2Q(Q-l)uAu+2Qu* 
A($(A*u-Au)*)a3uA*u-3(Q-l)AuA’u-3uAu 
+ 3Q(Au)* - 3(A2u)2 
A 
nu* 2 (Au)* 2+9n - 
2 
= nu Au + n [grad U( * + 9n2 Au A*u 
+ 9n2 [grad AuJ * 
=uA*u-QAuA2u+(gradA2uJ2 
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and 
d(3n)grad du12) 2 ~(A’u)~ + 6n(grad Au, grad A2u). 
Since $, >, 0 and if Q, U, Igrad u(, Au, A2u are bounded, we conclude, as 
before, that u E 0. We have, thus, proved the following result: 
THEOREM 9. Let u be an entire solution of (3.27). If u, Au, A’u, and 
(grad Au\ are bounded and the coefficient Q is subject to the conditions 
(3.28) and (3.31) then ur0. 
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